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Welcome to a brief CV and a small selection of the 
over 440 commissioned portraits I have completed 
to date. These paintings are chosen to represent the 
range of my style, techniques, and ability to design 
and paint both traditional and contemporary  
compositions.

I am known for my compelling sense of design in  
making pictures, combining both tight and loose  
passages, light and shadow, to draw the viewer  into 
the story created by the painting. Knowing what to 
leave out, or what to paint merely as a suggestion, is 
as important as what to include and to emphasize. I 
am often told by clients that my subjects seem  
uniquely present and alive and that one senses their 
soul.

I hope these examples will illustrate an ability to, in 
essence, “get the job done”, to meet any brief, with 
uncompromising artistic integrity and quality. Each 
commission, and official ones particularly, have a  
purpose, beyond simply capturing a likeness, they 
must speak to the position the subject holds and tell 
the story they wish to convey.

My hope is that, in viewing this portfolio, you will feel 
you have met each of my subjects.
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DAVID GOATLEY - PORTRAIT ARTIST 

 Overview of Royal, Government, Academic and Corporate Portraits & CV

On the easel:  His Highness the Emir of Bauchi      
  Oil on linen, 48” x 36” 
Collection:   The Emirate of Bauchi 

Creativity, Technique, and Accuracy
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Subject:  His Highness Sawai Padmanabh Singh    60” x 45”    
  The Maharajah of Jaipur 
Collection: The Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II Museum 

This commission of the newly crowned Maharajah was completed in my studio from images 
from my photo shoot with His Highness in the throne room of City Palace, Jaipur. There was a 
second meeting with the Maharajah the next day, as he had invited me to watch him play polo 
and have tea with him afterwards. This allowed me to observe his mannerisms without the  
interference of the camera and the formality of the Palace.
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Subject: His Highness the Emir of Bauchi     48” x 36” 
Collection:   The Emirate of Bauchi 

Due to problems with travel to Nigeria during COVID, this is the only official portrait I 
have painted where I art directed two professional photographers remotely to obtain 
the reference I needed for this portrait of His Highness. The portrait was unveiled in 
2022 at the Palace in Bauchi, Nigeria.
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Subject: The Right Hon. Kim Campbell    48” x 36” 
    19th Prime Minister of Canada    
Collection:  Heritage Collection, Parliament, Ottawa 
 
The robes that make up the setting of this portrait reflect the many 
roles in which the Rt. Hon. Kim Campbell was the first woman to 
hold office. This portrait was painted mainly from life, beginning 
with sittings in Cambridge MA, followed by further sittings in  
Victoria and Vancouver.  
 
“Knowing the portrait was to hang in The House of Commons for 
generations to come, I wanted a painting that would give a strong 
impression of who I am, so that someone looking at it could feel 
they had met me, rather than a remote political figure. I feel David 
met the objective perfectly. I would unhesitatingly recommend  
David Goatley... ”    The Rt. Hon. Kim Campbell 
  
Please note: my digital image of this painting is poor due to file corruption. You 
may also find it on the official site: https://www.ourcommons.ca/About/History-
ArtsArchitecture/fine_arts/prime_ministers/7248-e.htm 
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Subject:  The Hon. Gilbert Parent 48”x36” 
     33rd Speaker of the House of Commons      
Collection:  Heritage Collection, Parliament, Ottawa 
 
Gilbert Parent was enormously proud of the traditions of The House he led and 
felt that it should be the People’s House - their Parliament - and accessible to all. 
It seemed fitting to paint him in the Chamber he loved, framed by the Speaker’s 
Chair. The portrait was made from a head study from life and additional photo-
graphs I took in the Commons Chamber itself - the first time a Speaker had been 
painted in the House. 
 
“Thank you for the magnificent portrait you did of me. It is even higher praise 
when my daughters concur with my assessment... and they do!”    
                            The Hon. Gilbert Parent
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Subject:   The Rt. Hon. Lord Ian Lang, Baron of Monkton    30” x 26” 
Collection:  Marsh and McLellan, New York City, USA 
                           
Lord Lang received his peerage in honour of a lifetime of service, including a period as a Cabinet Minister 
in John Major’s Government in the UK. I was commissioned to paint him in his position as Chairman of 
Marsh and McLellan, the global professional services company, headquartered in New York City.  
 
Lord Lang was delighted with the pose and concept I created, which made careful use of lighting to 
compensate for the dazzling sunshine over the city behind him.
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Subject:  Hon. Jim Prentice, 16th Premier of Alberta 
Collection: Government of Alberta 
 
This portrait of former Premier the Hon. Jim Prentice was commissioned by the  
Government of Alberta. Premier Prentice desired to sit for the portrait and had scheduled 
his first sitting but his tragic death in a airplane accident meant that I worked with members 
of his family and, based upon my conversations with Premier Prentice, the portrait was 
painted using family photos, a body double and my own photos of the Alberta Legislature.
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Subject:  Hon. Rachel Notley, 17th Premier of Alberta 
Collection: Government of Alberta 
 
The remit from the Hon. Notley was that her portrait should be set on these iconic steps, 
where her historic NDP government was sworn in. It was important to her that those doors 
- into the ‘Peoples House’ - be open behind her, welcoming the people of Alberta. Making 
this happen required judicous cheating of perspectives and subtle re-engineering of the 
architecture, yet keeping the whole believable and real.
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Subject: The Hon. Colonel (ret’d) Donald Ethel 
  17th Lt. Governor of Alberta 
Collection: Government of Alberta 
 
Completed after His Honour had retired to his home in Calgary and the vice-regal 
uniform had been returned to Nova Scotia, this portrait was a complex composite of 
reference sources including a photo shoot at his home where I had him pose, in a 
high-necked cardigan, as though his hand was on the hilt of his sword.  
 
“David captured my facial features, along with the precise details associated with 
my official robe, and the significant details associated with my military medals.  He 
was meticulous. I heartily support any future commissions offered to Artist David 
Goatley.”      The Hon. Colonel Donald Ethell
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Subject: The Hon. Lois Mitchell, 18th Lt. Governor of Alberta 
Collection: Government of Alberta 
 
I had looked at a lot of images of Her Honour in my research and requested that 
she consider wearing red and that we include her magnificent chain of office and 
medals. She asked that we somehow include her husband in a supporting role, as 
well as some reference to the Commonwealth Walkway project they had initiated. 
 
“We think it’s outstanding! As they say in life there’s no magic, only magicians and I 
think you’re the best magician of all.”       The Hon. Lois Mitchell
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Subject: The Hon. Steven Point, 28th Lt. Governor of BC  24”x18” 
Collection: Government House, BC 

The Hon. Steven Point is not only a past Tribal Chair of the Stolo First Nation, richly  
imbued with the wisdom of his own culture, but also a Provincial Judge. A brilliant and 
kind man, and a naturally gifted speaker, he was BC’s first indigenous Lt. Governor. 
 
The circular carving that frames his head breaks up the rectangle of the picture and adds 
drama.
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Subject: The Hon. Iona Campagnolo, 27th Lt. Governor of BC  24”x24”
Collection: Government House, BC
                              
As the first woman to be appointed Lt. Governor of BC, Her Honour set many precedents - including designing 
her own uniform for the job. Together, we broke the mould of a long line of 24”x18” head and shoulders  
portraits by working in this square format which gave me the chance to go for a far more animated pose. 
 
“Thank you for making the experience of being portrayed in this office such a pleasant exchange.” 
           Hon. Iona Campagnolo
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Subject:   Chief Ron Hamilton (“Haa’yuups”), Huupachesat-h First Nation    36” x 30” 
Collection:  Chief Hamilton 
                            
Haa”yuups is a world authority on Northwest Indigenous art and culture and, as such, has been 
a consultant to museums and galleries across the world, including The Smithsonian, The  
American Museum of Natural History, the British Museum and our own Canadian Museum of 
Civilization. He is also an important artist in his own right, both as a carver and the painter of 
over 50 ceremonial curtains. 
 
He is portrayed here in front of the petroglyphs at Sproat Lake (Port Alberni, BC), seat of his 
ancestral territory. The ‘Tlaaxsaatim “frontlet” was carved by Aa-aa’tsiknuk “Chazz Mack” of the 
Nuuxalk people, and the Taa’winisim “Talking Words in a Straight Line Pole” was carved by Tim 
Paul of the Heshkwii-aat-h. 
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Subject:     Peter DeVaux, Chairman, Woodrow Wilson Presidential Library   36” x 30” 
Collection: Woodrow Wilson Presidential Library 
                           
Too many portraits of previous Chairmen featured men in dark suits against a wall of books, 
Mr. DeVaux wanted to create something more contemporary. He loved my suggestion of 
using President Wilson himself as a backdrop.
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Subject:   Dr. Indira Samarasekera 
      12th President, Univeristy of Alberta  60”x 40” 
Collection:  University of Alberta 
                           
Dr. of Metallurgical Engineering, specialist in steel processing, 
honoured as a foreign associate by the US National Academy of 
Engineering, Indira Samarasekera brought a powerful intelect to 
her role as the University’s first female President. 
 
She came to love the historic heart of the University and hoped to  
reflect this in her portrait. I suggested this large canvas and full-
length pose in the grand setting of the foyer of the Science Building.
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Subject:   Dr. Glenn Feltham, President, NAIT    48”x 36” 
Collection: Northern Alberta Institue of Technology 
                           
Dr. Feltham, was immenvely proud of NAIT’s incredible achievements. He had presided 
over a period of extraordinary expansion of the campus and its capabilities. We agreed 
his portrait should allude to these exciting changes.

I would recommend Mr. David Goatley, both as an individual and as a portrait artist, with-
out reservation. Simply stated, he epitomizes professionalism, and is among the best in 
his field - anywhere.             Glen Feltham, President & CEO
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Subject:   Dr. David Turpin, 13th President of the University of Alberta    48”x 36” 
Collection: The University of Alberta
                           
This was the second time I have painted Dr. Turpin, the first being for the University of 
Victoria, where I portrayed him in a more complex setting at the University - the newly 
completed First Nations House. This time I concentrated solely on the man. 
 
“Suromitra and I had the honour of seeing the portrait this morning. It is simply wonderful. 
We could not be happier. Thank you for doing such an impressive piece. I am honoured 
to have your portraits hanging in two outstanding universities.”   
                    David Turpin
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Subject:   Dr. Rod Fraser, 11th President, University of Alberta   48”x 36” 
Collection:  The University of Alberta
                           
Placing Dr. Fraser at the window of his office allowed me to hint at the buildings of the 
campus outside and also to incorporate a hint of his love of Japanese art in the suggestion 
of the painting on the wall behind him, putting him between the two worlds of work and 
personal life. 
 
The half-turned pose, hand in pocket, breaks the formal lines of the Presidential robes 
and invites us to imagine we have caught him mid-conversation and perhaps to wonder 
what that conversation may have been about.
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Subject:   Bob Snowden, Head, St. Michael’s University School  30” x 24” 
Collection: St. Michael’s University School      
                         
Bob and I agreed he should be portrayed in the wonderful library built during his tenure - and 
named in his honour.
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Subject:   Dr. Sue Groesbeck, Head, Havergal College, Toronto    48” x 36” 
Collection:  Haveragal College 
                           
When it came to a location in which to portray Dr. Groesbeck, the original library in this 
famous Toronto school was simply too good to miss. Filled with memorabilia from the 
School’s beginnings, and splashed in morning light, it immediately suggested a more  
traditional approach. 
 
“I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart for making the process so lovely for me. I was, frankly,  
dreading it and you make it a fun adventure.”
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Subject:   Bramwell Tovey, Director, Vancouver Symphony Orchestra   36” x 30” 
Collection: Vancouver Symphony Orchestra 
                           
Here, Maestro Tovey is pictured in the historic Orpheum Theatre, home of the Vancouver  
Symphony. We chose to portray him in the balcony above the stage where he had led his  
orchestra through so many memorable performances.
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Subject:   Barbara Adams, Founder Artishow    24” x 20” 
Collection: David and Barbara Adams 
                           
Barbara is a major mover and shaker in the Art Scene in BC’s Capital. She agreed to be 
painted from life at the City’s famous Union Club. Always striking, Barbara wears a collection 
of her own hand-crafted jewelry. The painting was featured in an exhibition “Painting the Good 
Woman” in New York City. 
 
“I love it. I was so completely thrilled... Thank you for both the process and the result.”
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Subject:   Reggie Dixon, Stockbroker    36” x 43” 
Collection: Dixon Family, Virginia 
                           
We chose a favourite hunting spot for this informal portrait. I made a small landscape study 
from life and a head study of Reggie in lighting to match the scene. I combined these with my 
photograhs taken onsite to recreate a memorable afternoon in Virginia’s beautiful backwoods.
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Subject:   John Anderson, CEO, The Oppenheimer Group    36” x 48” 
Collection: The Oppenheimer Group 
                           
“Oppy” is one of the largest produce companies in Canada, with growing operations in 26 
countries and wide distribution across North America.  
 
John has shares in a vineyard in the Nappa Valley and chose to be painted there, among his 
vines. I caught him in the cool of evening, with the lowering sun warming one side of his face 
and the lengthening shadows from the hills behind him.
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The Furniture Maker, 36” x 30”, oil on panel   
Collection: Private collection 
                           
I include this portrait because, sometimes, when someone steps away from their  
leadership role as Pieter Rutgars did, they find fulfillment pursuing a passion. It speaks 
to a less formal approach.
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The Rev. F.L. Smith,   48” x 36”, oil on linen   
Collection: Private collection 
                           
Commissioned in celebration of Father Smith’s life-time of service to the Anglican Church.
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Displaced,      40” x 30”, oil on linen  
Collection: Private collection 
                           
Sometimes nobility is found in the most unlikely places. This portrait of a proud woman and her 
children, at refuge in Nigeria, reflects my personal interest in art as advocacy.
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Subject:   Rosie    36” x 24” 
Collection: Portraits Inc., Birmingham, AL 
                           
A classic, simple study, painted from life, included here to illustrate how some-
times the simple can be really powerful.
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David was born in London, England. Aged 15, discovering Rembrandt at the National Gallery made him 
determined to become a portrait painter. He studied at Camberwell School of Art at the height of abstract 
expressionism (tutors included Trevor Jones, Gary Wrag, Ewan Uglow & Patrick Herron) before financial 
realities set in and he began a 16-year career in advertising as an illustrator, designer, then a copywriter – 
ending as a partner in a small London agency.  
 
David returned to his real passion - portraiture - and painted with his mentor, noted UK portraitist, John  
Jonas (The Queen Mother, Queen Elizabeth II and former Prime Minister David Cameron) for two years 
before emigrating to Canada in 1992. David now travels from his Vancouver Island home to fulfil  
commissions around the world. 
 
David’s distinctive approach to composition and fluid brushwork have won him over 440 portrait commis-
sions to date across the USA and Canada as well as Central America, the UK, Africa, Israel and India. 
His subjects have included British Royals, a Maharaja, an Emir and First Nations Chiefs as well as a 
Prime Minister, a Speaker, 3 Premiers, 6 Lt. Governors (a vice-regal appointment in Canada), a bishop, 
and leaders in business, academia, and the arts. He is also enjoying an ongoing commission to paint oil 
sketch portraits for the Vancouver Bar Association including Justices of the Supreme Court of Canada 
and BC, presidents of the Law Society and many leading lawyers. David paints equally adeptly from life or 
from his own photographs, depending upon his client’s wishes. He is often told that he captures not only 
his subject’s likeness but their true personality and spirit. 

When time allows, he paints the people and places from his travels – narratives that tell the story of who 
we are at this place in time. He enjoys teaching workshops and often juries exhibitions and competitions.
 

SELECTED COMMISSIONS: 

Their Royal Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge (Prince William & Kate Middleton)
His Royal Highness The Duke of York, KG (Prince Andrew)
His Highness Dr. Rilwanu Suleiman Adamu, The Emir of Bauchi
His Highness Sawai Padmanabh Singh, Maharaja of Jaipur
The Right Hon Lord Lang, Baron of Monkton, of Merrick and the Rhinns of Kells in Dumfries and Galloway
The Right Hon Kim Campbell, 19th Prime Minister of Canada
The Hon. Gilbert Parent, Speaker of the House of Commons (1994-2001)
The Hon. Rachel Notley, 17th Premier of Alberta 
The Hon. Jim Prentice, 16th Premier of Alberta (posthumous)
The Hon. Gordon Campbell, 34th Premier of British Columbia
The Hon. Lois Mitchell, 18th Lt. Governor of Alberta
Col (Ret’d) The Hon. Donald S. Ethell, 17th Lt. Governor of Alberta 
The Hon. Judith Guichon, 29th Lt. Governor of British Columbia
The Hon. Steven L. Point (Xwĕ lī qwĕl tĕl), 28th Lt. Governor of BC
The Hon. Iona Campagnolo, 27th Lt. Governor of BC
The Hon. James Dunsmuir, Lt. Governor of BC (posthumous portrait)
The Rt. Hon. Beverley McLachlin, 17th Chief Justice of Canada
The Hon. Chief Justice Christopher Hinkson, Supreme Court of BC
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SELECTED COMMISSIONS (cont): 
 
The Hon. Chief Justice Lance Finch, British Columbia Court of Appeals 
The Hon. Justices Anne Rowles, John Sigurdson, Janet Winteringham
Judge Douglas P. Woodlock, US District Court, Boston
Bishop Logan McMenamie, Bishop of the Diocese of British Columbia (Anglican)
Peter DeVaux, Chairman, The Woodrow Wilson Presidential Library
First Nations Chiefs Haa’yuups, Robert Martin, Charlie Mason, Percy Starr and Archie Robinson 
Larry Goldman, Founding President, New Jersey Performing Arts Center (NJPAC)

SELECTED COLLECTIONS:
 
House of Commons Heritage Collection  Royal Collections
Government House (BC)   The Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II Museum Jaipur
British Columbia Legislature   Emirate of Bauchi, Nigeria
Alberta Legislature    Royal Alberta Museum
University of Alberta    The Woodrow Wilson Presidential Library
University of Saskatchewan   Canadian Pacific Railways
University of Victoria Legacy Art Galleries New York Yacht Club
Simon Frazer University    John Joseph Moakley US Dist. Courthouse
Trent University     Vancouver Bar Association/Law Courts
Northern Alberta Institute of Technology (NAIT) Royal Canadian Navy
The United Church & The Anglican Church Birmingham Civil Rights Institute

PUBLIC ART GALLERY EXHIBITION:
 
David Goatley: A Portrait Retrospective, the Nanaimo Public Art Gallery (2011)

SELECTED RECENT EXHIBITIONS: 
 
The Union Club (2015, 2016, 2018, 2022)  (solo) The Union Club (Victoria BC)
“East Meets West” (2021)    (solo) Gallery 8
Today’s Portraits:  Emerging Artists & Leading Masters (group) Salmagundi Club (New York)
Painting the Good Woman (contemporary & historic) (group) Portraits Inc. Gallery (New York)

SELECTED AWARDS:
 
Signature Status, Portrait Society of America (2022) 
Federation of Canadian Artists (FCA) Distinctive Achievement Award (2014)
Federation of Canadian Artists (FCA) Early Achievement Award (2006)
Senior Signature Status, Federation of Canadian Artists (2002)

ARTS RELATED COMMUNITY SERVICE (HIGHLIGHTS):
 
Member of the Cowichan Valley Regional District (CVRD) Adjudication Cmt. for Arts & Culture Grants
Member of the CVRD Adjudication Committee for (student) Arts Scholarships 


